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Interactive Group Discussion: How to shape a 
framework and approach transferability of good 
practices in the Joint Action CHRODIS1

 

Highlights 

The Elements to focus on: 

• WHO best buys should be a starting point for the framework, need to be broken 

down to certain areas – Siobhan 

• How do you do things in your own context and how to improve it – Carlos 

• Talking about health promotion and prevention, multimorbidity and diabetes: 

Approached the governing board, asked where they identified the needs in their contries. – 

Thomas 

• How to describe the element to organize the transferability? – Thomas 

 

Transferability: 

• In order to achieve sustainable outcomes the institution that implements it needs 

ownership and adaptability. The process of how we “do transferability” has the same 

importance as the content. The organization should be more capable to take in new ideas. – 

Prof. Bergman 

• Difficulty to establish the “right” balance between best/ good practice models and 

their core ingredients (in order to safeguard a successful transfer) and adaption to local 

circumstances (in order to make them viable & successful). – Francisco 
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• The GPs are out there, but areas where we all struggle is how to transfer the 

methodology into practice. – Maeve Cusack 

• Referred to the importance to come up with a toolkit, which helps to implement & 

transfer approaches. – Ken 

• Social innovations come from different contexts, we should include stakeholders, we 

are forgetting the “beginning elements” in our work. – Barbara 

• We should identify and emphasize what is important for the transferability. – Djoeke 

• Should also inspire people to implement something. Need to find a way to foster 

innovation – Lars 

• Innovations need to be described in the NL first before taken to the next level. – 

Djoeke 

• It’s easy to describe what we do, but we don’t know which elements are essential for 

success. Transferability should be assessed and identified alongside/ within the 

intervention. – Heather 

• It’s done in the Netherlands, but it is a very difficult process. Even for those busy 

with the respective project it’s hard to identify the core elements for success/ transfer. – 

Djoeke  

 


